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Abstract: This study is intended to identify the applicability of energy harvesting technologies that
are regarded as new electrical power sources for the sensors on high-speed trains. The analytic
estimation research is conducted on the amount of electric energy harvested from the high-speed
trains, operating at a maximum speed of over 400km/h to verify the applicability of the energy
harvesting technology converting the vibration energy of axle and bogie into electric power. Based
on the data of the vibration acceleration on the axles and bogies, which were measured by using a
500 Hz analog filter, an analytic estimation on the amount of power harvested by an electromagnetic
resonant harvester is conducted through the analysis of the main frequency. The power of the
electromagnetic resonant harvester is based on a theoretical model of the mass-spring-damper system,
and the harvested power from the axles and bogies in the vertical direction is analytically estimated
in this study. The analytic calculations typically give the target value for the final performance of
the electromagnetic resonant energy harvester. The targets of the analytic estimations are given to
provide the basis for the detailed design and to give a basis for defining the basic design parameters
of the electromagnetic resonant energy harvester.
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1. Introduction

Today’s technological advancements have reduced the power consumption of wireless sensors and
have opened new opportunities in structural health monitoring. However, the need for a continuous
power supply is still a challenge [1]. The requirements for an extended period of power supply for
wireless sensors caused the need for alternative energy sources. Energy-harvesting technology is a
possible method to increase the power supply of wireless sensors by utilizing an environmental energy
source. Among the various environmental energy sources, vibration energy exists in various structures,
and it is attracting attention as an energy source that could be harvested, thereby supplying the power
to wireless sensors [2,3]. The energy harvesting from vibration energy has been inserted into various
types of wireless sensors that can be used to monitor the health condition of complex systems such as
bridges [4–7], pipelines [8], and wind turbines [9,10].

The same issue occurs in the trains [11]. The high-speed operation of the train makes reliability
and safety of paramount importance, and consequently, the cost of train maintenance is increased.
Thus, efforts would need to be made to develop new technology that is capable of meeting both
requirements for reliability and safety while taking maintenance costs into account. For that, the
‘intelligentization’ of the train is needed. The basis of train intelligence is the development of real-time
sensing technology, which requires the construction of an intelligent monitoring system incorporating
IT technology. The monitoring system is needed for the early detection of abnormal conditions to
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prevent system failure and accidents [12–14]. The high-speed train mostly uses the wired sensors for
the monitoring system [15]. Recently, the demand for a monitoring system using a wireless sensor
is gradually increasing; however, there are limitations at present regarding the installation and the
difficulty of accessing high-speed trains. In particular, when applied to the monitoring system of the
high-speed train using wireless sensors and IT technology, maintenance based on real-time conditions
during driving becomes possible, which differs from the methods currently used in maintenance
management such as periodic disassembly and inspection. As a result, the reliability and stability of
the train can be improved [16].

However, even in the case of wireless sensors with less installation and location constraints,
the power supply problem must be solved for the innovative monitoring system. As the current energy
density increase rate of the battery does not meet the demands of the application, periodic battery
replacement is necessary for real-time or long-term monitoring of the high-speed train. The battery
replacement, which consumes energy continuously is a limited resource, is non-environmentally
friendly, and generates additional maintenance tasks [17]. Therefore, the intelligent monitoring of
high-speed trains requires the development of environmentally friendly and semi-permanent ‘energy
harvesting’ powered monitoring technology through the use of exploiting the ambient energy generated
during system operation.

Energy harvesting module research using electromagnetic induction should analyze the
characteristics of mechanical motion [18]. Mechanical motion characteristics can be classified as
vibration or rotational motion according to the energy source [12,19]. In this study, vibration
acceleration was selected as the main energy source. It is possible to establish the equation of motion
by analyzing the periodic motion characteristics of a “spring-mass-damper”, which is the basic system
of vibration, and predicting the amount of power generated according to the effects of mass, spring,
and damping, which are the major design factors of the energy harvester [20–22].

In this study, to verify the applicability of the energy harvesting technology that produces electric
energy from a vibration energy source according to the operation of a high-speed train, an analytic
estimation study is carried out on the amount of energy harvested from the vibration acceleration
of a high-speed train. The power of an electromagnetic resonant harvester is based on a theoretical
model of the mass-spring-damper system and the harvestable power from axles and the bogie in the
vertical direction are analytically estimated in this study. The analytic calculations typically give the
target value for the final performance of the electromagnetic resonant energy harvester. The targets of
the analytic estimations are given to provide the basis for the detailed design and to give a basis for
defining the basic design parameters of the electromagnetic resonant energy harvester.

2. Measurement of Ambient Energy during Operation of Railroad System

2.1. Vibration Acceleration for Energy Harvesting Measurement Position and Sensors

In this study, the measurement test of vibration acceleration in the railroad system was performed
on a high-speed train, traveling at over 400 km/h.

As shown in Figure 1, acceleration sensors were installed for the real-time measurement of
vibration acceleration occurring in the 1O axle and 2O bogie frame during the operation of the train.
The vibration acceleration sensor (range: ± 50 G, sampling rate: 1 kHz) of the installation position 1O
axle was installed to measure the vibration acceleration value generated by the contact between the
rail and the wheel while driving without shock absorbers. The vibration acceleration sensor (range:
± 25 G, sampling rate: 1 kHz) located at position 2O bogie frame was installed to measure the vibration
acceleration values at various suspensions points of the bogie and the axle as well as the bogie frame
itself. In addition, in order to confirm the speed and position of the train for the measured values of
each sensor, real-time speed and position information were recorded together with a speed sensor
installed on the axle.
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Figure 1. The sensor installation position on the axle and bogie of a high-speed train: Top: High-speed 
train for this research (left), the bogie of the high-speed train (right), Bottom: The sensor at the axle 
box (left), the sensor at the bogie frame (right). 

2.2. Results of Vibration Energy Source Measurement during thTrain Operation 

First, this study analyzed the results of vibration energy sources measured by the method 
described above. In the case of the vibration acceleration, it was measured that the vibration 
acceleration value occurred significantly in both positions ① axle and ② bogie frame at high speed. 

As shown in Figure 2, the vibration acceleration value generated by the contact between the rail 
and the wheel of a high-speed train was measured on the axle and the bogie without shock absorber, 
and it was confirmed that a very large value of about ± 40 G was generated as the instantaneous 
maximum value. In addition, the vibration acceleration measurement result measured at the center 
of the bogie frame—as shown in Figure 3, it is attenuated by various suspensions elements of the 
bogie, the axle, and the bogie frame itself—is much smaller than the vibration acceleration of the axle 
but was confirmed to still be considerable vibration acceleration, occurring at ± 8 G. In particular, the 
high-speed trains selected for this study were subjected to ambient energy measurement tests during 
the first run after regular maintenance work. Therefore, since the damage to the wheels generated 
during the normal operation of the train is removed, the vibration acceleration results are assured to 
be without abnormal vibrations caused by wheel damage. Therefore, even under these driving 
conditions, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, very large vibration acceleration was measured during 
driving, and the values from the metro, freight train, etc., may be larger than the high-speed train 
vibration acceleration results measured in this study. 
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Figure 1. The sensor installation position on the axle and bogie of a high-speed train: Top: High-speed
train for this research (left), the bogie of the high-speed train (right), Bottom: The sensor at the axle box
(left), the sensor at the bogie frame (right).

2.2. Results of Vibration Energy Source Measurement during the Train Operation

First, this study analyzed the results of vibration energy sources measured by the method described
above. In the case of the vibration acceleration, it was measured that the vibration acceleration value
occurred significantly in both positions 1O axle and 2O bogie frame at high speed.

As shown in Figure 2, the vibration acceleration value generated by the contact between the rail
and the wheel of a high-speed train was measured on the axle and the bogie without shock absorber,
and it was confirmed that a very large value of about ± 40 G was generated as the instantaneous
maximum value. In addition, the vibration acceleration measurement result measured at the center
of the bogie frame—as shown in Figure 3, it is attenuated by various suspensions elements of the
bogie, the axle, and the bogie frame itself—is much smaller than the vibration acceleration of the axle
but was confirmed to still be considerable vibration acceleration, occurring at ± 8 G. In particular,
the high-speed trains selected for this study were subjected to ambient energy measurement tests
during the first run after regular maintenance work. Therefore, since the damage to the wheels
generated during the normal operation of the train is removed, the vibration acceleration results are
assured to be without abnormal vibrations caused by wheel damage. Therefore, even under these
driving conditions, as shown in Figures 2 and 3, very large vibration acceleration was measured during
driving, and the values from the metro, freight train, etc., may be larger than the high-speed train
vibration acceleration results measured in this study.
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Figure 3. The vibration acceleration on the bogie frame.

The frequency analysis was performed on the acceleration data obtained from measurements at
each position. “Method 1” of the frequency analysis graph is to take the maximum value and the
frequency component at that time after the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) frequency analysis on the
vibration acceleration every 2 seconds at each installation position. “Method 2” takes the maximum
value and the frequency component at that time after smoothing to the 10 Hz band after the FFT
frequency analysis for the vibration acceleration data at each installation position every 2 seconds.
The frequency analysis results were compared with the train traveled position (distance), which was
indicated by the number of kilometers of distance away from the starting point of the track, and the
frequency change according to the distance traveled was analyzed. As a result of the frequency analysis
using these two methods, it was determined that the vibration acceleration measured in the axle and
bogie were different in the frequency range, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. In the case of the axle, the
vibration acceleration value is shown in the range of 300 Hz or less, but the acceleration measured
in the bogie is shown to be concentrated in the range of 150 Hz or less due to the attenuation by the
suspension devices. The difference of vibration acceleration is apparent in the green color dash area of
Figures 4 and 5.
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3. Estimation of Energy Harvesting Power during the High-Speed Train Operation

Energy harvesting using kinetic energy such as vibration acceleration that occurs during the train
operation is more applicable when compared to other energy sources. In general, energy harvesting
using kinetic energy uses the principle of converting kinetic energy into electrical energy by mechanical
deformation or the vibration of a structure, and various conversion technologies such as the piezo
material and electromagnetic effects are used as the conversion technology [23,24].

In this study, based on the vibration acceleration data measured at the axle and bogie, the energy
harvesting power of the electromagnetic resonant energy harvester, which is in consideration of the
durability of the energy harvester and the power quantity [25–27], is predicted. For reference, in order
to compare the vibration acceleration with the operational speed, a reflective-type laser wheel speed
sensor was installed on the lower part of the bogie as shown in Figure 6, and the operation speed was
synchronized with the vibration acceleration data.
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3.1. Computation Spectrograms

The frequency at which the electromagnetic resonant energy harvester is tuned should be selected
so that the amplitude of the vibration acceleration frequency is as high as possible considering
the train speed. In order to find a suitable frequency, the spectrograms of the measured vibration
accelerations are computed with respect to the train speeds. These spectrograms show the vibration
acceleration amplitude spectrums at certain frequencies with different train speeds as a 3D diagram.
The spectrograms are computed using the following procedure:

• The data is divided into segments of 213 samples (8.192 seconds when the sample time is
1 millisecond).

• Acceleration is checked for anomalies (low-frequency drift, sensor limit hits). If anomalies are
found, the segment is rejected.

• The mean-squared spectrum (MSS) of the vibration acceleration during the segment is computed
using a Hamming window length 211 (frequency resolution 0.49 Hz) with a 50% overlap. The
spectrum is transformed into an amplitude spectrum.

• The train velocity change (max–min) during the segment is computed, and the segment is rejected
if it is more than 10 km/h. (The purpose of this is to reduce the effects of frequency modulation of
vibration signals due to train velocity changes).

• The mean value of the train velocity during the segment is computed.
• The spectrums and mean velocities from all accepted segments are saved.
• The segment data from all accepted test runs are combined, sorted according to the mean velocity,

and plotted as a 3D spectrogram.

However, when computing the spectrograms, it appeared that in spite of analog low-pass filtering
of the acceleration signals, there exist some frequency folding effects. Figure 7 shows the spectrogram
example of vibration acceleration on the axle at the vertical direction of the right side of the number 6
axle: V_Ax06_R. The folding (downward wisps) appears significantly at high frequencies (> 300 Hz).
For this reason, the frequency scale of the spectrograms in the following, as shown in Figure 7, is limited
to 200 Hz. The wheel rotation speed, in which the wheel diameter is 860 mm, is an integer multiple that
has harmonic frequencies, and these are plotted as red lines in the spectrograms. The acceleration data
are quantized with steps of about 0.0126 G (= 0.224 m/s2, ± 50 G sensor with a 13-bit AD-converter).
Some quantization noise of the measurement data occurs. The downward wisps in Figure 7 are caused
by frequency folding between 500 and 1000 Hz. The folding appears strongly at high frequencies at
high speeds and less strongly at middle frequencies at high speeds.

The segment data from all test runs are combined, sorted according to mean velocity, and plotted
as a 3D spectrogram. Then, the spectrograms of the vertical vibration measurements from all axles and
bogie are shown in Figures 8 and 9. From here, V_Ax06_L and V_Ax06_R are values of the vertical
direction of each left and right side on the number 6 axle. V_BN3_M_R is the value at the vertical
direction of the right side of the number 3 bogie, which is at the middle position (center) of each
coach car.

The rotation speed (in Hz) of the wheels with respect to train speed is also analyzed. This speed
and its integer multiples (harmonic frequencies) are plotted with red lines in the spectrograms. It can
be noted that the vibration frequencies mostly follow the harmonic frequencies of the wheel rotation
except around 50 Hz, where the excitation seems to occur at around 1.5 times the wheel rotation speed
at higher train speeds. In order to find the best frequencies for the resonant energy harvester, the mean
spectrums across all train velocities are shown in Table 1. Table 1 lists the main peak frequencies for the
axle and the bogie. It can be noted that the frequencies of 50.3 Hz and 61.0 Hz are the candidates for
energy harvesting in the axle. Note that 45.9 Hz is also a good candidate for the main peak frequency
of the bogie for energy harvesting.
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Figure 7. The vibration acceleration spectrogram on the axle and folding effect at the vertical direction
of right side of number 6 axle V_Ax06_R: (left) 3D spectrogram of FFT analysis of vibration acceleration
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downward wisps (blue dash line) are caused by the folding effect. The folding effect appears stronger
at high frequencies at high speeds and less strong at the middle frequencies at high speeds. The wheel
rotation speed (wheel diameter 860 mm) and its integer multiples (harmonic frequencies) are plotted
with red lines in the spectrograms.
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Figure 8. The vibration acceleration spectrogram on the axle at the vertical direction of each left and
right side of the number 6 axle V_Ax06_L and V_Ax06_R: (left) 3D spectrogram of FFT analysis of
vibration acceleration with train speed at V_Ax06_L, (right) 3D spectrogram of FFT analysis of vibration
acceleration with train speed at V_Ax06_R. The wheel rotation speed (wheel diameter 860 mm) and its
integer multiples (harmonic frequencies) are plotted with red lines in the spectrograms.

Table 1. Main peak frequencies in the vertical vibration measurements in the axle and bogie.

Location Peak Frequencies, Hz

V_Ax06_L 29.79 47.36 50.30 61.04
V_Ax06_R 29.79 47.36 50.30 61.04

V_BN3_M_R 30.27 45.90 55.18 59.57
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Figure 9. The vibration acceleration spectrogram on the bogie at the vertical direction of the right
side of the number 3 bogie, which is in the middle position (center) of each coach car: V_BN3_M_R:
3D spectrogram of FFT analysis of vibration acceleration with train speed. The wheel rotation speed
(wheel diameter 860 mm) and its integer multiples (harmonic frequencies) are plotted with red lines in
the spectrograms.

3.2. Analytic Estimation of the Energy Harvesting Power on the Railroad System

Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram of the mass-spring-damper system and vibration energy
harvester, which consists of a mass (m) on a spring (k). When the generator is vibrated, the mass
moves out of phase with the generator frame, so that there is a net movement between the mass and
the frame. This relative displacement is sinusoidal in amplitude and can drive a suitable transducer
to generate electrical energy. The transducer is depicted as a dashpot, d, because the conversion of
mechanical energy into electrical energy damps the vibration [28].
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Figure 10. A schematic diagram of the vibration energy harvester based on a resonant
mass-spring-damper system [28]: The estimated power generation from the vertical vibration of
the axles when the total damping ratio is 0.001, 0.01, or 0.1, and the mass is 0.1 kg.

In sinusoidal vibration, the power dissipated by a mass-spring-damper system when its base is
vibrating at its natural frequency can be calculated as follows [28–30]:

PT =
mA2

4ωnξT
(1)

where:
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• PT is the dissipated power [W]
• m is the vibrating mass [kg]
• A is the vibration acceleration amplitude of the frame of the mass-spring-damper system [m/s2]
• ωn is the undamped natural frequency of the mass-spring-damper system [rad/s]
• ξT is the total damping ratio [–]

In addition to the vibrating mass, the design of mass-spring-damper systems is limited by the
device size. The maximum power output from a mass-spring-damper based on a vibration energy
harvester is obtained when the mass is moving without hitting limits.

In this situation, the amplitude of the mass vibration at the undamped natural frequency can be
calculated as follows:

D =
A

2ωn2ξT
(2)

where:

• D is the amplitude of the mass vibration with respect to the frame of the mass-spring-damper
system [m]

The total damping ratio ξT consists of a parasitic damping ratio ξP caused by mass-spring-damper
mechanics and the electric damping ratio ξE is caused by the energy converter and the energy harvesting
electronics as follows:

ξT = ξP + ξE (3)

The harvestable electric power (including the losses of the energy converter and the energy
harvesting electronics) can be calculated as follows:

PE =
mξEA2

4ωn(ξP + ξE)
2 (4)

In the optimal case, the parasitic damping is zero. However, mechanical damping is always
present to some extent. On the other hand, the harvesting electronics alone do not necessarily provide
enough damping to keep D within the limits set by the mechanics of the mass-spring-damper system.

The electric damping ratio (ξE) depends on the energy converter (electromagnetic, electrostatic,
piezoelectric), the energy harvesting electronics, and the payload connected to it (sensor, radio
transmitter, etc.). If all the other parameters in Equation (4) except ξE is fixed, the maximum value
of the harvestable electric power (PE) is attained by condition ξE = ξP, which can be easily seen by
differentiating the right side of Equation (4) with respect to ξE, marking the derivative set to zero and
solving for ξE. The related harvestable electric power (PE_MAX) and vibration amplitude (DPE_MAX) are:

PE_MAX =
mA2

16ωnξP
(5)

DPE_MAX =
A

4ωn2ξP
(6)

However, the condition ξE = ξP may lead to too high of a mass vibration amplitude (DPE_MAX)
with respect to the limits of the mechanical dimensions of the energy harvester. In this case, the vibration
amplitude can be reduced by increasing ξE.

According to Equations (4)–(6), the design drives of the energy converter and the electronics
connected to it for optimal energy acquisition are as follows.

Keep the electric damping ξE as close as possible to the parasitic damping ξP.
If the vibration amplitude D produced by the previous condition surpasses the limits set by the

mechanical dimensions, increase ξE. so that D is as close as possible to its maximum allowed value.
Minimize the electric losses of the energy converter and the energy-harvesting electronics.
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The performance of many reported energy harvesters was measured and compared in [18–32].
Generally, the obtained power was well below 20% of the maximum with a rising trend in device
volume (largest 10 cm3) and a decreasing trend in natural frequency.

However, the vibration excitation of the mass-spring-damper-system based on an energy harvester
spreads over a wider frequency band on the train. In this case, the harvestable energy can be estimated
by analyzing the vibration measurement sample sequences taken from the target application.

The dependency between the movement of the mass-spring-damper system frame and the
relative movement of the mass with respect to the frame can be modeled by the following differential
equation [31]:

m
..
z(t) + dT

.
z(t) + kz(t) = −m

..
y(t) (7)

where:

• z(t) is the relative position of the mass with respect to the frame, as depicted in Figure 10 [m]
• y(t) is the position of the frame, as depicted in Figure 10 [m]
• dT is the total damping constant [kg/s]
• k is the spring constant [N/m = kg/s2]

Moreover, k and dT depend on m, ωn, and ξT as follows:

k = mωn
2 (8)

dT = 2ξT
√

km = 2ξTmωn (9)

Based on Equations (7)–(9), the following Laplace-domain transfer function can be derived:

V(s)
A(s)

= −
s

s2 + 2ξTωns +ωn2 (10)

where:

• s is the Laplace variable [rad]
• V(s) is the Laplace transform of

.
z(t) = v(t), i.e., the relative velocity of the mass with respect to

the frame
• A(s) is the Laplace transform of

..
y(t) = a(t), i.e., the acceleration of the frame.

The power dissipated by the damping is the product of the relative velocity of the mass [v(t)] and
the damping force influencing the mass [dTv(t)]:

PT(t) = dT[v(t)]
2 (11)

Assuming that the electric damping is 50% of the total damping, the harvestable mean power
level during the period from time t1 to time t2 can be estimated from v(t) by the following equation:

PE_MEAN = 0.5
1

t2 − t1

t2∫
t1

[PT(t)]
2dt = 0.5

dT

t2 − t1

t2∫
t1

[v(t)]2dt (12)

Similar to Equation (10), the following transfer function for the relative position of the mass can
be derived:

Z(s)
A(s)

= −
s

s2 + 2ξTωns +ωn2 (13)

where:

• Z(s) is the Laplace transform of z(t), i.e., the relative position of the mass with respect to the frame
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By eliminating A and ξT from Equations (2)–(4), the following equation for estimating the relative
vibration amplitude D can also be derived:

D =

√
PE

ξEmωn3 (14)

Equation (14) is useful for estimating the relative amplitude of the mass vibration especially with
lower values of ξT, by which the relative vibration of the mass is closer to a sinusoidal movement.

4. Results

The procedure for analyzing the energy availability from each vibration measurement sample
sequence is based on the Equations (10)–(13). The undamped natural frequency of the harvester (ωn)
was selected according to Table 1. The selected frequency was 50.3 Hz for axle signals and 45.9 Hz for
bogie signals. The total damping ratio (ξT) was set to values 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001, and the percentage of
parasitic damping was set to 50%. The vibrating mass (m) was set to 0.1 kg.

The estimated harvestable power from the axle measurements in the vertical direction is shown
in Figure 11 and the estimated relative vibration amplitude of the mass is shown in Figure 12. The
estimated mean power values for train speeds above 100 km/h are given in Table 2. The estimated
mean harvestable power from the axle vibrations with velocities over 100 km/h varied between 65.9643
mW at the vertical direction of left side of the number 6 axle (V_Ax06_L, ξT = 0.1) and 305.5768 mW at
the vertical direction of right side of the number 6 axle (V_Ax06_R, ξT = 0.001). Due to the wide-band
nature of the vibrations, the effect of the damping ratio on the estimated harvestable power was rather
low. The estimated mean harvestable power from the bogie vibrations with velocities over 100 km/h
varied between 21.5 mW at the vertical direction of the right side of the number 3 bogie, which is at
the middle position (center) of each coach car (V_BN3_M_R, ξT = 0.1), and 87.5 mW (V_BN3_M_R,
ξT = 0.001), as shown in Figure 13 and Table 3. It was remarkably lower than that from the axle
vibrations. The relative vibration amplitude of the mass depends clearly on the damping ratio.
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Figure 11. The estimated power generation from the vertical vibration of the axles when the total
damping ratio ξT is 0.001, 0.01 or 0.1; the mass is 0.1 kg; and the natural frequency is 50.3 Hz (at the
vertical direction of each left and right side of the number 6 axle: V_Ax06_L and V_Ax06_R).
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Figure 12. The relative vibration amplitudes of the harvester mass from the vertical vibration of
the axles when the total damping ratio ξT is 0.001, 0.01, or 0.1; the mass is 0.1 kg; and the natural
frequency is 50.3 Hz (at the vertical direction of each left and right side of number 6 axle: V_Ax06_L
and V_Ax06_R).

Table 2. The max power estimates of vertical axle vibrations with 0.1 kg mass, 50.3 Hz natural frequency,
and three different total damping ratios ξT around 300 km/h and the mean power estimation.

Max Power at Each Location [mW] Mean Power at Each Location [mW]

Damping ratio ξT V_Ax06_L V_Ax06_R V_Ax06_L V_Ax06_R
0.001 290.9715 305.5768 49.0 51.4
0.01 162.9827 161.3689 42.1 44.8
0.1 65.9643 68.0817 25.7 26.9
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Figure 13. The estimated power generation and the relative vibration amplitudes of the harvester mass
from the vertical vibration of the bogie when the total damping ratio ξT is 0.001, 0.01, or 0.1; the mass
is 0.1 kg; and the natural frequency is 45.9 Hz. The horizontal lines are the mean values for speeds
above 100 km/h (at the vertical direction of the right side of the number 3 bogie, which is in the middle
position (center) of each coach car: V_BN3_M_R).
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Table 3. The mean power estimates of the vertical and transversal bogie vibrations with a 0.1 kg mass,
45.9 Hz natural frequency, and three different total damping ratios.

Max Power at Each Location [mW] Mean Power at Each Location [mW]

Damping ratio ξT V_BN3_M_R V_BN3_M_R
0.001 87.5 7.5
0.01 73.7 6.3
0.1 21.5 2.9

In the case of Ax06 (number 6 axle), as shown in Figures 14 and 15, in which the harvestable
power level seems to be useable, the relative vibration amplitude is clearly above 1 mm with the
total damping ratio 0.001 or lower. This is a reasonable result for implementing an inductive energy
converter based on a vibrating permanent magnet and a static energy harvesting coil, even though
the specific mechanical solutions for boosting the vibration amplitude and increasing the external
dimensions of the harvester may still be needed. Independent of the damping ratio and the undamped
resonance frequency of the harvester, the estimated harvestable power is directly proportional to the
mass. In addition, both the estimated harvestable power level and the relative vibration amplitude of
the mass vary greatly depending on the train speed. There are clear resonance peaks in both, which
implies that some kind of vibration amplitude limiter (mechanical and/or electrical) is needed to
prevent the vibration amplitude to rise unreasonably.
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Figure 14. The estimated maximum generated power from the vertical vibration of the axles and bogie
when the total damping ratio ξT is 0.1, the mass is 0.1 kg, and the natural frequencies are 50.3 Hz (axle)
and 45.9 Hz (bogie).

The generated power estimations are based on the theoretical model of the mass-spring-damper
system. To keep the model simple enough for analytic calculations, several factors including mechanical
constraints and electrical losses are omitted. The analytic calculations typically give only a rough
target value for the final performance of the electromagnetic resonant energy harvester, and the real
performance can be expected to be lower than the calculated value. The targets of the theoretical
estimations are given to provide a basis for the decision for the detailed design and to provide a basis
for the basic design parameters of the electromagnetic resonant energy harvester.
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when the total damping ratio ξT is 0.001, the mass is 0.1 kg, and the natural frequencies are 50.3 Hz
(axle) and 45.9 Hz (bogie).

5. Conclusions

In this study, to verify the applicability of the energy harvesting technology that makes the
electric energy from the vibration energy source according to the train operation for a high-speed
train, an analytic estimation is carried out on the amount of energy harvesting power by the vibration
acceleration of a high-speed train in operation, and based on that, the following conclusions are drawn.

The estimated mean harvestable power from the axle vibrations with velocities over 100 km/h
varied between 65.9643 mW at the vertical direction of the left side of the number 6 axle (V_Ax06_L,
ξT = 0.1) and 305.5768 mW at the vertical direction of the right side of the number 6 axle (V_Ax06_R,
ξT = 0.001). Due to the wide-band nature of the vibrations, the effect of the damping ratio on the
estimated harvestable power was rather low.

The estimated mean harvestable power from the bogie vibrations with velocities over 100 km/h
varied between 21.5 mW at the vertical direction of the right side of the number 3 bogie, which is located
at the middle position (center) of each coach car (V_BN3_M_R, ξT = 0.1) and 87.5 mW (V_BN3_M_R,
ξT = 0.001), which was remarkably lower than that obtained from the axle vibrations.

Contrary to the estimated harvestable power, the relative vibration amplitude of the mass depends
clearly on the damping ratio. In the case of Ax06 (number 6 axle), in which the harvestable power level
seems to be useable, the relative vibration amplitude is clearly above 1 mm with a total damping factor
0.01 or lower.

Independent of the damping ratio and the undamped resonance frequency of the harvester,
the estimated harvestable power is directly proportional to the mass.
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